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SUMMARY
Congenital heart disease often arises from perturbations of transcription factors (TFs) that guide cardiac development. ISLET1 (ISL1) is a

TF that influences early cardiac cell fate, as well as differentiation of other cell types including motor neuron progenitors (MNPs) and

pancreatic islet cells. While lineage specificity of ISL1 function is likely achieved through combinatorial interactions, its essential cardiac

interacting partners are unknown. By assaying ISL1 genomic occupancy in human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiac progen-

itors (CPs) or MNPs and leveraging the deep learning approach BPNet, we identifiedmotifs of other TFs that predicted ISL1 occupancy in

each lineage, with NKX2.5 and GATA motifs being most closely associated to ISL1 in CPs. Experimentally, nearly two-thirds of ISL1-

bound loci were co-occupied by NKX2.5 and/or GATA4. Removal of NKX2.5 from CPs led to widespread ISL1 redistribution, and over-

expression of NKX2.5 in MNPs led to ISL1 occupancy of CP-specific loci. These results reveal how ISL1 guides lineage choices through a

combinatorial code that dictates genomic occupancy and transcription.
INTRODUCTION

Cardiac malformations are typically caused by abnormal

specification or morphogenetic events related to specific

subsets of developing cardiac cells. Transcription factors

(TFs) essential for cardiogenesis have been identified, and

mutations in these often underlie human cardiac malfor-

mations (Yasuhara and Garg, 2021). However, the precise

mechanism by which they guide the gene expression

necessary for proper differentiation and morphogenesis re-

mains an active area of investigation.

ISL1 is a TF transiently expressed during emergence and

expansion of multipotent progenitor second heart field

(SHF) cells, before being downregulated upon further dif-

ferentiation (Black, 2007). ISL1 activates cardiac transcrip-

tional networks by directly inducing essential cardiac TFs

such as MEF2C and GATA factors (Srivastava, 2006). In

mice that lack ISL1, the SHF derivative structures are

severely reduced because of defects in proliferation, sur-

vival, and migration, leading to lethality by embryonic

day (E) 10.5 (Cai et al., 2003). In humans, truncatingmuta-

tions in ISL1 have been associated with SHF defects,

including double outlet right ventricle (Wang et al.,

2019). A microdeletion of the entire ISL1 allele has been
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associated with tetralogy of Fallot (Osoegawa et al., 2014),

a related outflow tract defect. Thus, ISL1 is critical for estab-

lishing and maintaining mammalian SHF cardiac progeni-

tor (CP) populations.

ISL1 is also expressed more broadly, including in ne-

uronal and pancreatic progenitor cells, where it is essential

for normal development, suggesting a combinatorial code

involving ISL1-associated factors that leads to cell type-spe-

cific gene expression and cell fate determination. Within

neuronal progenitors, ISL1 interacts with TFs such as the

neuronal LHX3 and the ubiquitously expressed LDB1 to

regulate genes associated with this fate (Seo et al., 2015).

Loss of ISL1 leads to complete absence of motor neurons

(MNs) in mice (Pfaff et al., 1996). Similarly, in endodermal

progenitors that give rise to the pancreas, ISL1 interacts

with the TFs SSBP3 and LDB1 and is required for formation

of insulin-producing beta cells (Ediger et al., 2014;

Galloway et al., 2015). ISL1 is known to interact with

several factors during cardiac differentiation, including

LDB1, but this interaction is not cardiac specific (Galloway

et al., 2015; Narkis et al., 2012), so is unlikely to be suffi-

cient to guide cardiac-specific gene expression. ISL1 also

interacts with the ubiquitously expressed chromatin

modifier KDM6B to activate cardiac gene expression
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Figure 1. ISL1 is required for cardiac cell-fate-specific gene regulation
(A) Schematic of CM differentiation from hiPSCs.
(B) Western blot of ISL1 expression during hiPSC-CM differentiation (days 0–12). Vinculin is the loading control.
(C) Hierarchical UMAP clustering of WT (n = 3 independent experiments) or ISL1�/� (n = 3 independent experiments) day 8 CPs after
scRNA-seq.
(D and E) Expression of HEY1 (D) and MYH6 (E) in day 8 CPs, superimposed on the UMAP from (C).
(F) Monocle pseudotime analysis of day 8 CPs. Colors represent arbitrary units of pseudotime.

(legend continued on next page)
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(Wang et al., 2016), but the ISL1-associated TFs that lead to

cardiac-specific gene expression and subsequent differenti-

ation remain unknown.

Here, we used human induced pluripotent stem cells

(hiPSCs) to capture transient ISL1-expressing CP and MN

progenitor (MNP) populations (NeuroLINCS Consortium

et al., 2021) and investigated how cardiac and neuronal

gene expression are differentially regulated by ISL1. We

identify NKX2.5 as a critical binding partner for ISL1 to

direct cardiac-specific gene expression, and demonstrate

how a single TF can have distinct regulatory roles in direct-

ing fate decisions based on cellular context.
RESULTS

ISL1 is necessary for instructing cell-fate-specific gene

regulation

We differentiated hiPSCs intoMYH6+:TNNT2+ CPs and sub-

sequently into cardiomyocytes (CMs) using aWNTmodula-

tion protocol (Figures 1A and S1A) (Lian et al., 2013). These

cells pass through a transient CP-like stage associated with

ISL1 enrichment between days 5 and 8 (Figure 1B), followed

by beating foci concurrent with ISL1 downregulation, and

ultimately a beatingmonolayer ofCMs byday 10 (Video S1).

We generated an ISL1�/� hiPSC line using two Cas9-

gRNAs to excise a portion of the gene starting in exon 2

and ending in exon 5 (Figure S1B). The excision abolished

ISL1 RNA and protein expression (Figures S1C and S1D).

CMs differentiated from ISL1�/� hiPSCs displayed

decreased sarcomeric gene expression at the CP stage (Fig-

ure S1A) and a delay in beating induction (Figure S1E and

Video S1), similar to previous results (Quaranta et al., 2018).

We performed single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) on

wildtype (WT) or ISL1�/� progenitor populations at day 8

(Figure 1C). Within the cardiac lineage, we identified four

transcriptional signatures (Figures 1C and S1F; Table S1).

Expression of more immature markers (FOXC1, HEY1, and

SOX4) was higher in clusters 0 and 1, while expression of

more differentiated gene markers (e.g., TNNT2, ACTN2,

and MYH6) was high in cluster 2 (termed "late" cluster)

(Figures 1D, 1E, and S1F). In addition, cluster 0 expressed

higher levels of cell replication genes (NUF2, PRC1, and

KIF4A) than cluster 1, indicating that cells from cluster

0 are more immature and proliferative; we therefore refer to

cluster 0 as the "early" cluster and cluster 1 as the "transition"

cluster (Figure S1F). Cluster 3 seems to be a mixture of early
(G) FeaturePlot display of the distribution of WT and ISL1�/� day 8 C
(H) Percentages of each genotype in each cluster. Cell numbers for e
cluster.
(I) Heatmap of genes and accompanying biological GO terms significan
CPs.
and late differentiating cells (termed "mixed") (Figure S1F).

Pseudotime analysis confirmed this cell trajectory in silico

(Figure 1F).

In the ISL1�/� line, a greater proportion of CPs were in

the early and transition clusters compared with the WT

line, and fewer cells were in the late cluster (Figures 1G,

1H, and S1G). Within each of the early, transition, and

late clusters, we found significant differences between ge-

notypes (Table S1). For example, ISL1�/�CPs were depleted

for genes associated with the Gene Ontology (GO) terms of

cardiac ventricle morphogenesis (e.g. NKX2.5, TNNC1) and

myofibril assembly (e.g. MYH6, MYL9), and enriched for

GO terms related to retinoic acid metabolic process (e.g.

CYP26A1, ALDH1A2, RBP1) and cardiac chamber morpho-

genesis, specifically atrial markers (e.g. HEY1, NR2F1)

(Figures 1I and S1H; Table S1). This is in agreement

with previous findings that ISL1 promotes ventricular cell

fate and suppresses atrial identity in vitro (Quaranta

et al., 2018).

Complete deletion of ISL1 revealed its early role in car-

diogenesis (Figures 1A and 1B), but may have concealed

functions in differentiation after cell fate determination.

Therefore, we used small interfering RNAs (siRNA) to

knockdown (KD) ISL1 specifically during the CP stage, after

CP commitment (Figure S1I). Rhodamine-labeled siRNAs

targeting ISL1 or a scrambled (Scra) control were intro-

duced on day 5 of CM differentiation, and isolated rhoda-

mine+ cells with significant downregulation of ISL1 were

analyzed on day 8 (Figures S1I and S1J). scRNA-seq showed

that ISL1 KD at the CP stage did not substantially change

cell fate, with ISL1 KD cells clustering with controls (Fig-

ure S1K). Next, we generated a high-confidence list of genes

potentially regulated by ISL1 in CPs by intersecting the

significantly downregulated genes in both the ISL1�/�

and ISL1 KD conditions (Table S1). This list included car-

diac genes such as MYL9 and TNNT2 (Figures S1L and

S1M), confirming our previous ISL1�/� results, suggesting

that many dysregulated genes are likely a direct conse-

quence of the absence of ISL1.

To identify cardiac-specific consequences of ISL1 removal,

we differentiated the same ISL1�/� hiPSC line into SMI32-

and NKX6.1-expressing MNPs, which form axonal projec-

tions by day 18, followed by scRNA-seq (Figures 2A–2C)

(NeuroLINCS Consortium et al., 2021). ISL1 deletion led to

decreased expression of MN markers NKX6.1 and SMI32,

consistentwithobservations inan ISL1hypomorphicmouse

model (Figure 2C) (Kim et al., 2016).
Ps across clusters depicted in (C).
ach genotype are normalized to the total number of cells in each

tly dysregulated in scRNA-seq of ISL1�/� as compared with WT day 8
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Figure 2. scRNA-seq analyses of ISL1 function in MNPs
(A) Schematic of MN differentiation from hiPSCs.
(B) Western blot of ISL1 in WT and ISL1�/� day 18 MNPs. Vinculin served as the loading control.

(legend continued on next page)
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In the MNP lineage, we observed five distinct transcrip-

tional clusters (Figure 2D). All clusters expressed neuron-spe-

cific markers, with clusters 0, 1, and 4 also expressing MNP

markers such as NKX6.1, NKX6.2, and PHOX2A (termed

‘‘MNP’’ clusters), whereas clusters 2 and 3 had higher expres-

sion of interneuron (IN) markers such as IRX3 and PAX2

(termed ‘‘IN’’ clusters) (Figures 2D–2G; Table S2). In the

absence of ISL1, cells were more likely to be clustered in the

IN clusters rather thanMNPclusters (Figure 2H). In addition,

we found downregulation of MNP genes, such as NKX6.1

and PHOX2B, and upregulation of IN genes such as PBX1

and LMO4 in ISL1�/� cells (Figure 2I), consistent with obser-

vations in knockout ISL1 mouse models (Song et al., 2009).

The overlap in differentially regulated genes in CPs and

MNPs was small, indicating that ISL1 regulates a unique

group of genes and regulatory networks in each cell type

(Figures 2J and 2K).

ISL1 genomic localization is lineage specific

To determine which genes are directly regulated by ISL1 in

CPs andMNPs, we used an antibody to endogenous ISL1 to

perform chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by

sequencing (ChIP-seq) in triplicate (Figure S2A). ISL1

consistently interacted with 4,715 genomic regions in

day 6 CPs, and 10,767 regions in day 18 MNPs, with only

227 peaks shared between cell types (Figure 3A). In each

cell type, ISL1-bound regions were most frequently distal

(>50 kb) to gene transcription start sites (TSSs) (Figure 3B)

and characterized as intronic or distal intergenic, within re-

gions with active histone marks and a relative lack of

repressive marks, consistent with ISL1 likely binding to

distal enhancers (Figures S2B and S2C). Examples of cell-

type-specific ISL1 genomic localization are illustrated by

CP-specific peaks at the cardiac-related MYL4 locus and

MNP-specific peaks at the MN-related PHOX2B locus

(Figures 3C and S2D). Some sites were shared between

cell types, such as the ISL1 interaction near the SETD5 lo-

cus, which encodes a ubiquitous histonemethyltransferase

(Figure 3C).

To interrogate the function of ISL1-occupied loci, we used

the Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool

(GREAT) (McLean et al., 2010). Significantly enriched GO

terms for genes near ISL1-bound CP peaks were associated
(C) Immunofluorescence of neural factors SMI32 and NKX6.1 in day 1
(D) Hierarchical UMAP clustering of WT (n = 3 independent experimen
day 18 iPSCs differentiated toward MNPs.
(E and F) Expression levels of theMN-related TFNKX6-1 (E) and the IN-re
(G) Heatmap of genes enriched with accompanying GO terms in each
(H) Replicate (Rep) comparison in WT (n = 3; 14,609 cells) or ISL1�/�

(I) Heatmap clustering of genes significantly dysregulated in scRNA-
(J) Venn diagram of significantly downregulated genes shared betwe
(K) Venn diagram of significantly upregulated genes shared between
with cardiac differentiation, such asCardiac chamber develop-

ment andCardiac chambermorphogenesis, whereas significant

terms for ISL1 MNP peaks were related to neural differentia-

tion, such asCranial nerve development andCell differentiation

in spinal cord. GREAT did not detect any significant terms

amongpeaks shared byCPs andMNPs (Figures S2E and S2F).

We expected that ISL1 occupancy might depend on cell-

type-specific co-factors. To identify putative co-bound TFs,

we visualized TF motifs in the vicinity of the ISL1-bound

sites with Hypergeometric Optimization of Motif EnRich-

ment (HOMER) (Li et al., 2009). We combined the top 16

motifs from each cell type (sans ISL1 motif) and compared

motif enrichment of this set across CPs and MNPs (Fig-

ure S3A). ISL1-bound loci inCPswere enriched in the family

of motifs for GATA (including GATA4), TEAD, NKX2

(including NKX2.5), and HAND2. In contrast, ISL1-bound

loci inMNPswere enriched inmotifs in the family ofmotifs

for NEUROD, CUX, LHX (including NKX6.1), and PHOX2.

The enrichment of LHX family motifs in ISL1-bound re-

gions in MNPs is consistent with the known ISL1-LHX3

composite motifs identified in developing MNs (Seo et al.,

2015). These data provide evidence for unique enrichment

of knownTFmotifs near ISL1-bound sites in either cell type.

Next, we used the deep learning model BPNet to identify

de novomotifs that help to predict ISL1 binding (Avsec et al.,

2021). Thismodel can learn complex rules bywhich combi-

nations of de novo sequence motifs best predict the experi-

mental binding data. BPNet was trained to predict the

cell-type-specific binding of ISL1 at all 15,483 regions and

optimized by hyperparameter tuning (see experimental

procedures, Figure S3B). Interpretation tools were used to

systematically extract the sequence motifs from the

network (Figure 3D), which matched known motifs recog-

nized by relevant TFs. As expected, the ISL1 motif was

among the de novo motifs important for the binding in

both cell types and included motifs for the neural TF fam-

ilies ONECUT, NEUROD, and EBF2, all of which have

known roles in MN development (Son et al., 2011; Velasco

et al., 2017) and an ISL1-containing composite motif that

was previously identified to be important in MNPs (Seo

et al., 2015). In addition, the NKX2 family motif identified

may correspond with NKX2.2 or NKX2.8, both important

for neuronal progenitor populations (Jarrar et al., 2015).
8 MNPs. Scale bar, 100 mM.
ts) and ISL1�/� (n = 3 independent experiments) scRNA-seq data in

lated TF IRX3 (F) in day 18MNPs, superimposed on the UMAP from (D).
of the MNP or IN clusters depicted in (D).
(n = 3; 6,372 cells) day 18 MNPs across the clusters depicted in (D).
seq of ISL1�/�compared with WT day 18 MNPs.
en ISL1�/� day 8 CPs and ISL1�/� day 18 MNPs.
ISL1�/� day 8 CPs and ISL1�/� day 18 MNPs.
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Figure 3. Grammar of distinct ISL1 binding patterns in cardiac or MNPs based on nearby motifs using deep learning
(A) Venn diagram of ISL1 peaks in CPs or MNPs. Overlap is statistically significant (Regione R) (p = 0.001).
(B) Histogram of ISL1-bound peaks based on distance from gene TSSs.
(C) Example ChIP-seq tracks showing ISL1-bound loci with CP-specific, MNP-specific, or shared peaks. Corresponding de novo motifs
identified by BPNet that predict cell-type-specific ISL1 binding are shown below. Data shown from a single representative replicate.
(D) De novo motifs identified by BPNet after simultaneous training of the CP-specific or MNP-specific binding profiles. Displayed for each
identified motif is: the total count of motifs and percentages, name based on the most likely TF(s) that binds them, the position weight
matrices (PWMs), and average ChIP-seq intensity and average contribution to the ISL1 binding predictions as extracted from BPNet.
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Predicted ISL1-associated motifs in CPs belonged to car-

diac TF families NKX2 and GATA (Figure 3D), consistent

with our HOMER analyses. The GATA motif likely corre-

sponds with binding of the cardiac TFs GATA4 and/or

GATA6, while the NKX2 family motif most likely corre-

sponds with the cardiac TF NKX2.5, which is necessary

for development of the outflow tract and right ventricle

in mice (Lyons et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2014), similar to

ISL1. The average contribution to predicting ISL1 binding

was greatest with the NKX2.5 motif. Examples of de novo

motifs found in cell-type-specific and shared ISL1-bound

regions are illustrated in the ChIP-seq tracks in Figure 3C.

We examined the percentage of ISL1-bound peaks with

GATA and/or NKX2.5 motifs and the nature of those sites

(Figure S3C) and found cardiac-related GO terms enriched

for each category (Figure S3D). This was also the case when

the motifs of GATA and NKX2.5 were found in combina-

tion or when neither were there. The regions with only

the NKX2.5 motif were also enriched in terms related to

epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, which may reflect

the role of NKX2.5 in cardiac cell migration. When the

NKX2.5 motif was found in combination with the GATA

motif, a majority of the terms were exclusively cardiac,

demonstrating the importance of combinatorial TFs during

cardiac differentiation (Figure S3D).

ISL1 forms a DNA-binding complex with NKX2.5

To experimentally identify TFs that cooperate with ISL1 for

cardiac fate specification,weuseda combinationof targeted

mass spectrometry (MS) based on selected reaction moni-

toring (SRM) (Calvo et al., 2011) and co-immunoprecipita-

tion (co-IP) (Figure 4A). We selected TFs for which there

were specific known and/or de novo motif enrichment in

ISL1 ChIP-seq in WT CPs from our studies (Figures 3D and

S3A) and designed targeted SRM assays for unique peptides

representing them (Table S3).We immunoprecipitated ISL1

from WT or ISL1�/� CPs as a negative control, followed

by SRM, and showed enrichment for ISL1 and LDB1, vali-

dating the ISL1 IP. We found no enrichment for PHOX2A

or LHX3, indicating the specificity of this method (Fig-

ure 4B). Of the cardiac TFs analyzed, NKX2.5 showed

the strongest enrichment for several peptides in the ISL1

IP compared with controls, while other TFs including

GATA4, GATA6, and TEAD4 showed some enrichment

(Figure 4B).

Since the deep learning model predicted the binding of

ISL1 in CPs based on a combination of ISL1, NKX2.5, and

GATA4/GATA6 motifs, we asked whether the cooperativity

between the de novo-derived motifs was distance depen-

dent by testing how in silico mutated motif patterns would

be predicted to disrupt co-binding at specified distances.

The strongest synergy was observed when the ISL1 and

NKX2.5 motifs were in close proximity of under 35 bp,
while no detectable synergy was observed at nucleosome

distance (70–150 bp) (Figure 4C). In addition, short-range

synergy was observed between the GATA4/GATA6 motif

and the ISL1 and NKX2.5 motifs.

To further investigate the cooperativity between ISL1 and

NKX2.5 and ISL1 and GATA4, we asked whether these in-

teractions could occur in an alternative cell type in the

absence of additional putative cardiac co-factors. In co-IPs

from COS-7 cells, exogenously expressed ISL1 interacted

strongly with LDB1 (positive control), NKX2.5, and

GATA4 (Figure S4A), confirming that these interactions

do not require cardiac-specific co-factors. Given the similar

cardiac expression pattern and loss-of-function effects be-

tween ISL1 and NKX2.5 (Zhang et al., 2014) and the evi-

dence that they genetically interact (Dorn et al., 2015),

we focused our investigation on understanding the func-

tion of ISL1 and NKX2.5 interaction. To this end, we vali-

dated the endogenous ISL1-NKX2.5 interaction in CPs

(Figures S4B and S4C).

NKX2.5 co-occupies a majority of ISL1-bound loci in

CPs and drives overlapping cardiac gene regulatory

networks

We next tested if NKX2.5 co-localizes to ISL1-bound

genomic regions in CPs by ChIP-seq using an antibody to

endogenousNKX2.5 in day 6CPs (Figure S4D). This analysis

revealed 32,637 sites. NKX2.5 peaks overlapped with more

than 60% of ISL1 peaks in CPs (2,911 loci) (Figures 5A and

5B), but with only 5% of the total MNP ISL1 peaks (483

loci) (Figure S4E). Loci bound only by NKX2.5 tended to be

both proximal and distal to TSSs, in contrast with sites

onlyboundbyISL1orco-boundbyboth,whichwereprimar-

ily distal sites (Figure S4F). NKX2.5 tended to bind near pro-

moters, yet ISL1-only or co-bound loci tended tobe enriched

in distal intergenic regions, consistent with a role in regu-

lating enhancers when co-bound (Figure S4G). GREATanal-

ysis showed that peaks co-bound by ISL1 and NKX2.5 were

most enriched for cardiac developmental terms such as Car-

diac chamber development and Heart morphogenesis, similar to

ISL1-only bound loci, but distinct from NKX2.5-only loci

(Figure S4H).

To determine the ISL1-binding dependency on NKX2.5,

we generated an NKX2.5�/� hiPSC line using CRISPR-

Cas9 gene editing (Figures S5A and S5B). As expected,

because of the known role of NKX2.5 in repression of

ISL1, deletion of NKX2.5 led to upregulation of ISL1 pro-

tein (Figure S5C) (Dorn et al., 2015). Given that deletion

ofNKX2.5 did not grossly disrupt morphological structures

in CMs (Figure S5D), we investigated the degree to which

NKX2.5 shares a regulatory network with ISL1 in devel-

oping CPs by comparing the scRNA-seq profiles of

NKX2.5�/� and ISL1�/� CPs (Figure 5C). The day 8 CP cells

clustered into the same broad clusters as before, indicated
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–16 j November 14, 2023 7



Figure 4. Proteomics and BPNet identify
NKX2.5 and other TFs that guide ISL1
DNA-binding specificity in CPs
(A) Schematic for ISL1 co-IP and subse-
quent SRM targeted proteomics analyses.
(B) Barplot results from targeted affinity
purification followed by MS, depicting en-
richment of individual peptides correspond-
ing to cardiac factors, positive controls
(ISL1, LDB1), and negative controls (LHX3,
PHOX2A) (n = 1 independent experiment).
(C) Cooperative relationship among all de
novo identified motifs binned by distance
from ISL1 binding predicted by in silicomotif
mutation.
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by expression of markers in each cluster and a progression

of differentiation validated by pseudotime analysis

(Figures 5C, 5D, and S6E; Table S4).

Wealso observed ISL1 expression throughout all clusters in

WT day 8 CPs, yet NKX2.5 expression was enriched in the

more differentiated late cluster (Figures S5F and S5G). There-

fore, we focused our analyses on the transition and late clus-

ters (Figures 5E, 5F, and S5H;Table S4). Both ISL1 andNKX2.5

were required for proper expressionof genes related toMuscle

cell development (e.g. CSRP3, MYL9) and Regulation of muscle

contraction (e.g. NPPA, CNN1) (Figure 5F). These findings for

CPs devoid of NKX2.5�/� are in line with previous bulk
8 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–16 j November 14, 2023
RNA-seq findings (Anderson et al., 2018). Without ISL1 or

NKX2.5, we observed upregulation of genes related to Glial

cell differentiation (e.g. SOX4, SOX11) andRegulation of binding

(e.g.NFIB, TMSB4X). The finding of upregulated glial-related

markers suggests ISL1 and NKX2.5 might be necessary to

repress alternative cell fates; on the other hand, SOX4 and

SOX11 are critical for early outflow tract development (Paul

et al., 2014) and their upregulation could indicate a critical

role for ISL1 andNKX2.5 in suppressing themasCPs proceed

through differentiation. Among genes specifically upregu-

lated in the absence of NKX2.5 were markers related to Posi-

tive regulation of cardiomyocyte differentiation (e.g. GATA4,
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Figure 5. NKX2.5 binds a majority of ISL1 peaks and cooperates with ISL1 to regulate gene expression in CPs
(A) Venn diagram of NKX2.5 and ISL1 ChIP-seq peaks in WT day 6 CPs.
(B) Example ChIP-seq tracks showing loci bound by ISL1, NKX2.5, or both in day 6 CPs. Putative NPPA/NPPB enhancer labeled as related to
Figure S5I. Data shown from single representative replicate.
(C) Hierarchical UMAP scRNA-seq clustering of WT, ISL1�/�, and NKX2.5�/� day 8 CPs (n = 3 independent experiments).
(D) Expression of MYL9 in day 8 CPs, superimposed on the UMAP from (C).
(E) FeaturePlot display of the distribution of WT and ISL1�/� day 8 CPs across the clusters depicted in (C).
(F) Heatmap of significantly dysregulated genes with biological GO terms in day 8 ISL1�/� or NKX2.5�/� CPs compared with WT.
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TBX5), which could indicate a role for NKX2.5 in blocking

differentiation until the correct time in development. In

addition, we observed upregulated genes related to Cardiac

muscle contraction by Ca+ signaling (e.g. CAMK2D, SLC8A1),

in agreement with NKX2.5’s role in suppressing pacemaker

cell fate (Dorn et al., 2015).
To test the hypothesis that some cardiac genes are co-regu-

lated by ISL1 and NKX2.5, we evaluated the regulation of

NPPA and NPPB, which were significantly downregulated

in ISL1�/� and NKX2.5�/� CPs (Figure 5F; Table S4). We as-

sessed activation of a putativeNPPA/NPPB regulatory region

occupied by both TFs cloned upstream of a luciferase gene
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–16 j November 14, 2023 9
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(Figure S5I). In COS-7 cells, expression of either ISL1 or

NKX2.5 activated the reporter, but the presence of both TFs

had an additive effect, indicating that NKX2.5 is likely

important for regulating a subset of CP-specific genes when

co-bound with ISL1.

NKX2.5 is necessary and sufficient to localize ISL1 to a

subset of genomic regions

We next tested the contribution of NKX2.5 to the genomic

localization of ISL1 by performing ISL1 ChIP-seq in

NKX2.5�/� CPs (Figure S6A). In the absence of NKX2.5,

we observed 1,539 fewer ISL1-bound peaks (‘‘lost’’ peaks),

while 3,176 peaks remained (‘‘maintained’’ peaks), and

2,319 additional peaks were detected (‘‘gained’’ peaks)

compared with the WT setting (Figures 6A and 6B).

GREAT analysis of the gained peaks showed enrichment

of cardiac terms such as Cardiac chamber morphogenesis

and Heart morphogenesis, similar to the maintained peaks,

suggesting that, in the absence of NKX2.5, ISL1 binds

ectopically to alternative cardiac loci (Figure S6B). For

example, there is increased ISL1 binding at the TBX5 locus

in the absence of NKX2.5, which might drive the aberrant

increase of TBX5 expression shown previously (Figures 5F

and S6C). In addition to the cardiac terms, Artery develop-

ment was also enriched, which could indicate ISL1 is also

redistributed to other loci regulating genes involved in

endothelial or smooth muscle cells, alternative fates of

the CPs (Figure S6B). Lost loci were enriched for terms asso-

ciatedwith cell polarity, such asApical constriction and Regu-

lation of Maintenance of Cell Polarity (Figure S6B).

We compared ISL1-bound peaks with GATA4-bound loci

in day 6 CPs (Figure S6D) (Gonzalez-Teran et al., 2022). Co-

bound loci were enriched in terms such as Striated muscle

cell differentiation and cardiomyocyte differentiation (Fig-

ure S6E). Among the lost, gained, and maintained ISL1-

bound loci in NKX2.5�/� CPs for GATA4 binding, a greater

portion of the ISL1-bound gained andmaintained loci were

co-bound with GATA4 compared with the ISL1-bound lost

loci (25.7% and 38.1%, compared with 9.75%, respec-

tively) (Figure 6C). Thus, GATA4 may aid in maintaining

ISL1 presence at cardiac loci, as well as contribute to redis-

tribution of ISL1 upon loss of NKX2.5.

As a complementary approach, we compared the inten-

sity of the ISL1 peaks identified in WT CPs with those

found in NKX2.5�/� CPs (Figure 6D), identifying peaks

that had increased intensity, decreased intensity, or no

change. Among those with decreased signal, the NKX2.5

motif was proportionally more common than the ISL1 or

GATA4/GATA6 motif (Figure S6F), while among the peaks

with increased signal, the NKX2.5 motif was proportion-

ally less common than the ISL1 or GATA4/GATA6 motifs.

Peaks with increased signal were enriched for GO terms

related to the nervous system such as the Facial nerve struc-
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tural organization and Regulation of axon guidance (Fig-

ure S6G). Some genes within these terms are typical of

specialized CMs within the sinus node, the electrical pace-

maker of the heart. Interestingly, the sinus node myocar-

dium is ISL1 positive yet NKX2.5 negative, and ISL1 is crit-

ical for its development (Espinoza-Lewis et al., 2009; Liang

et al., 2015). Another locus with increased signal was

located within NRP1 (Figure 6E), which is necessary for

proper sinus node development (Maden et al., 2012).

NRP1 expression was increased in NKX2.5�/� CPs, consis-

tent with increased ISL1 binding (Figure 5F) and support-

ing the conclusion that NKX2.5 is necessary for proper

ISL1 localization to a large number of its binding sites in

WT CPs.

Last, we tested if ectopic introduction of NKX2.5 inMNPs

could override the effect of ISL1’s nativeneuronal partners at

some loci, redistributing ISL1 to new sites.We overexpressed

either EGFP (control) or NKX2.5 in day 15 MNPs and per-

formed ChIP-seq on both ISL1 and NKX2.5 3 days later

(Figures 6G, S6H, and S6I). We observed a large overlap in

theNKX2.5-bound peakswith ISL1-bound peaks (75%) (Fig-

ure S6J). Indeed, despite a mild decrease in ISL1 expression

(Figure S6I), ISL1 redistributed to more than 300 new sites

typically occupied in CPs but not in MNPs (Figure S6K, p =

0.001), including the MYH11 locus (Figure 6H). Overall,

our data indicate that NKX2.5 is both necessary and suffi-

cient for ISL1 genomic localization to a subset of cardiac-en-

riched loci, although it doesnot alone alter fate of theMNPs.
DISCUSSION

Here we used hiPSC models, scRNA-seq, ChIP-seq, and the

deep learning model BPNet to determine how ISL1 exe-

cutes cell-type-specific functions in distinct cell types

through differentially interacting partners. We found that

ISL1 functions in a complex with NKX2.5 to broadly co-

occupy cardiac-specific genes, with binding modulated by

GATA4 co-occupancy. NKX2.5 is believed to direct ISL1’s

localization to hundreds of cardiac-specific loci, and the

introduction of NKX2.5 is sufficient to re-localize ISL1

even in neural progenitors. These analyses reveal how tis-

sue-enriched TFs can cooperatively regulate the differenti-

ation of specific cell types.
ISL1 interacts with NKX2.5 to drive cardiac regulatory

networks

ISL1 forms transcriptional complexes with TFs LHX3 and

LDB1 to facilitate MNP differentiation (Lee et al., 2012)

and has been shown to interact with LDB1 in a mouse CP

model to facilitate long-range looping (Caputo et al.,

2015). However, no cardiac-specific ISL1 interactor had

previously been identified.
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Figure 6. ISL1 depends on NKX2.5 for DNA localization at a subset of cardiac loci
(A) Venn diagram of ISL1-bound DNA regions that are lost, maintained or gained in NKX2.5�/� day 6 CPs.
(B) Example of an NKX2.5-dependent ISL1-bound peak. Data shown from a single representative replicate.
(C) Venn diagram of ISL1-bound loci from (A) compared with GATA4-bound loci.
(D) Quantitative analysis of change in ISL1 ChIP peak intensity in WT CPs compared with ISL1 binding in NKX2.5�/� day 6 CPs. Regions
with statistically significant change using DESeq are in red (p % 0.05); points in gray are not significant. Fold change of ISL1 binding
(NKX2.5�/�/NKX2.5+/+) is graphed across ISL1 ChIP signal intensity in WT CPs.
(E) ChIP-seq track of ISL1 detailing increased intensity of ISL1 binding in the absence of NKX2.5 at the NRP1 locus. Data shown from single
representative replicate.
(F) Violin plot of NRP1 expression in WT, NKX2.5�/�, and ISL1�/� day 8 CPs (n = 3 independent experiments for each).
(G) Schematic of NKX2.5 experimental overexpression in MNPs.
(H) ChIP-seq tracks of an ISL1 peak gained within the MYH11 locus when NKX2.5 was overexpressed in MNPs. Data shown from a single
representative replicate.
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To analyze ISL1-containing complexes predicted by BPNet

analysis,we used SRManddemonstrated that ISL1 formspu-

tative protein complexes withNKX2.5, GATA4, GATA6, and

TEAD4. There is previous evidence of complexes that form

between several of these factors, such as NKX2.5 and

GATA4 (Durocher et al., 1997). In addition, mapping of

several cardiac TFs in developing mice showed co-bound

loci between GATA4, NKX2.5, and a TEAD protein, suggest-

ing co-regulatory roles for these complexes in the heart

(Akerberg et al., 2019). Our data shows that ISL1 is capable

of forming proteomic complexes with several of these fac-

tors, and we specifically found that the ISL1-NKX2.5 com-

plex co-binds to DNA at hundreds of genomic loci. GATA4

is also often co-localizedwith ISL1 andNKX2.5 at numerous

loci and seems to affect ISL1 localization, particularly in the

absence of NKX2.5. Moreover, exogenous expression of

NKX2.5 inMNPswas sufficient to re-localize ISL1 to a subset

of cardiac loci. Thus, NKX2.5 is necessary for proper ISL1

binding inCPs, althoughother factorspresent incardiaccells

likely also contribute.

Genes co-bound by ISL1 and NKX2.5 were largely

involved in early cardiac chambermorphogenesis, suggest-

ing the combination dictates early CM gene expression.

Comparison of dysregulated genes in NKX2.5�/� CPs and

ISL1�/� CPs suggests that early cardiac genes are co-regu-

lated by these factors, and genes uniquely regulated by

NKX2.5 are associated with later cardiogenic events.

Thus, the cooperativity between ISL1 and NKX2.5 may

shift the multipotent progenitor to a CM fate, and downre-

gulation of ISL1 allows progression to a more mature cell

type guided by NKX2.5 with its other binding partners.
ISL1displays lineage-specific regulationof a networkof

genes

Our data indicate that, in CPs or MNPs, loss of ISL1 results

in cells predominantly adopting different cell fates along

the same lineage, rather than alternative cell fates. Specif-

ically, CPs lacking ISL1 were more atrial like than ventricu-

lar, and MNP-directed differentiation led to more IN-like

cells in the absence of ISL1. In addition, there was no signif-

icant upregulation of atrial factors upon deletion of ISL1 in

MNPs or significant upregulation of IN genes in the ISL1�/�

CPs. This suggests there is either redundancy in the repres-

sion of such genes, or that an ISL1-independent mecha-

nism represses those transcriptional programs.

In summary, we identified and characterized a cardiac-

specific protein complex involving ISL1 that directs CM

fate in human CP cells. These results demonstrate how a

single TF can have divergent functions in different cell

types based on its interaction with cell-type-specific fac-

tors, and help to broaden our understanding of how com-

plex cell-specific cues direct TF function.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Corresponding author

Further information and requests for resources, reagents, and ma-

terials should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the lead contact,

Deepak Srivastava (Deepak.srivastava@gladstone.ucsf.edu).

Materials availability

Requests for materials or resources should be directed to the lead

contact, Deepak Srivastava.

Data and code availability

The scRNA-seq have been deposited at GEO:GSE195476. The ChIP-

seq datasets have been deposited at GEO:GSE195476. The TSQ data-

sets have been deposited in the Panorama database at PMID:

29487113. Code for the scRNA-seq data analysis is available at

https://github.com/bejmaven/Maven_at_al_2023_SrivastavaLab.

Code for the BPNet analyses is available at https://github.com/

zeitlingerlab/Maven_ISL1_2022. Additional information required

to reanalyze the data reportedhere is available from the lead contact.
Experimental model and subject details

iPSC culture and differentiation

hiPSCs-CPs andhiPSC-MNPswere generated using previously pub-

lished methods (Lian et al., 2013; NeuroLINCS Consortium et al.,

2021). Full culture conditions and medium formulations can be

found in the Supplemental information.

Generation of CRISPR-Cas9 genome-edited hiPSC lines

WTC11 iPSCs were targeted using CRISPR-Cas9 ribonucleic pro-

teins (RNPs), as described (Hultquist et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2014)

withminormodifications. Single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) were gener-

ated by Dharmacon and Cas9 protein was obtained from QB3

MacroLab (Cas9-nls), and complexed in vitro to form RNPs. Briefly,

we electroporated the RNP/sgRNA using the Lonza Nucleofector

X-unit 4D-Nucleofectorwith theLonzaP3PrimaryCell 96-wellNu-

cleofector. Each selected colony was genotyped to confirm homo-

zygosity. To generate the NKX2.5�/� hiPSC line, we used a single

sgRNA targeting strategy while the ISL1�/� hiPSC line used two

sgRNAs to excise aportionof the ISL1gene. sgRNAs andoligonucle-

otides used for genotyping are listed in Table S5.

Adenovirus

Adenoviral human type 5 (dE1/E3) viral particles expressing Ad-

NKX2-5 or negative control ad-EF1a-eGFP.
Method details

Immunostaining

Cells were fixedmethanol-free diluted paraformaldehyde with wa-

ter 1:4 (w/v) at room temperature (RT) for 15 min with gentle

shaking. Fixed cells were washed twice with Dulbecco’s PBS

(DPBS) then exposed to a blocking solution consisting of 5%

normal donkey serum and 0.2% Triton X-100 in DPBS for 1 h at

RT. Cells were incubated with primary antibody (see the supple-

mental experimental procedures) at 4�C overnight, washed three

times in DPBS, followed by incubation with secondary antibody

at RT for 1 h, and washed three times using DPBS containing

NucBlue Live ReadyProbes dye. Imaging was performed via a Zeiss

mailto:Deepak.srivastava@gladstone.ucsf.edu
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29487113/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29487113/
https://github.com/bejmaven/Maven_at_al_2023_SrivastavaLab
https://github.com/zeitlingerlab/Maven_ISL1_2022
https://github.com/zeitlingerlab/Maven_ISL1_2022
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S1 Confocal Microscope and image processing done using ImageJ

(Schneider et al., 2012).

Whole cell lysate extraction

CP or MNP cell pellets were thawed on ice then resuspended in

cold RIPA buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase in-

hibitors. Samples were incubated on ice for 10 min, followed by

10 min of gentle rocking at 4�C, then centrifuged at 14,0003g

for 20 min at 4�C to isolate whole cell lysate (supernatant).

Western blotting

Western blotting was performed with Bis-Tris Mini Protein Gels

following the manufacturer’s protocols and subsequently trans-

ferred to nitrocellulose membranes and blocked. Primary anti-

bodieswere added and incubated overnight at 4�C.Next, themem-

brane was washed three times with PBS-T and incubated with

appropriate secondary antibodies. Protein detection as performed

using the Odyssey Imager or Western Blotting Detection Reagent

followed by exposure to film.

RNA extraction, RT-qPCR reaction, and analysis
Cell pellets were lysed in Trizol and RNA extractedwith the RNeasy

kit and treated with DNase according to manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. We converted 1 mg RNA to cDNA with SuperScript III First-

Strand Synthesis System. Wes used 1 mL of a 1:50 w/v dilution per

qRT-PCR reactionwithTaqManUniversal PCRMasterMix. All reac-

tions were run on the 7900HT Fast Real-Time system (Applied Bio-

system). TaqMan probes are listed in the Supplemental informa-

tion. Data shown are averages of at least three biological

replicates and three technical replicates, normalized to GAPDH

RNA levels.

Single cell RNA-seq
Day 8CPs or day 18MNPswere used to generate single cell libraries

with the Chromium Single Cell 30 Library and Gel Bead Kit v3 and

Chromium i7 Multiplex Kit. Libraries were sequenced on the Illu-

mina NovaSeq 6000 System or the Illumina NextSeq500 based on

the Chromium Single Cell v3 specifications. See the supplemental

experimental procedures.

ChIP-seq

Cells were collected from tissue culture plates, cross-linked with

paraformaldehyde followed by glycine quenching. For immuno-

precipitation, the pellets were thawed and lysed, and the result-

ing nuclei pellet was sheared. Following incubation with appro-

priate antibodies, protein complexes were immunoprecipitated

with dynabeads and bound proteins eluted. The samples were

then processed for sequencing with NEBNext Ultra II DNA Li-

brary Kit for Illumina. After sequencing on the Illumina

NextSeq500 or the Illumina HiSeq 4000 (UCSF Center for

Advanced Technology), samples were analyzed for mapping,

filtering, peak calling, and visualization. See the supplemental

experimental procedures.

BPNet model training and motif identification

We trained a convolutional neural network using the BPNet code,

architecture and loss features consistent with the published

approach (Avsec et al., 2021) to explain WT ISL1 ChIP-seq data.

See the supplemental experimental procedures.

Analysis of protein complexes
Cells were resuspended in IP buffer, sheared, and then incubated

with primary antibodies. Protein complexes were immunoprecip-

itated using antibody-conjugated beads, followed by washing. Elu-
ates were prepared for western blotting and MS. See the supple-

mental experimental procedures.

Cloning of overexpression constructs

Weused aCMV::3x-FLAG construct (Jäger et al., 2011). Cloningwas

performed to insert EGFP or the human NKX2.5 downstream of

CMV. For CMV::hLDB1-HA, the coding sequence of human LDB1

with a downstream human influenza hemagglutinin (‘‘HA’’) tag

was assembled into the pcDNA4/TO Vector. For CMV::hISL1-Bio,

we cloned in a TEV biotinylation site (‘‘Bio’’) and then inserted

the human coding sequence of ISL1. Sanger sequencing confirmed

all constructs.

Mapped motif pair synergy
To test synergy effects between the TF-MoDISco mapped motifs,

we adopted the in silico genomic motif interaction approach

described (Avsec et al., 2021). See the supplemental experimental

procedures.

Transfection of siRNA

We attached a fluorescent probe to each siRNA with the Label IT

siRNA Tracker Reagent Intracellular Localization Kit, CX-

Rhodamine, and transfected with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX. To

begin, we replated D5 CPs 1:1 into 12-well plates pre-coated

with fibronectin (diluted 1:80 with PBS) and added siRNA-lipo-

fectamine complexes into each well. Media were refreshed 24 h

later and cells analyzed by flow cytometry 72 h after

transfection.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting

CPs were harvested from plates using accutase, then washed twice

with PBS. Cells were strained through a 40-mM mesh (BD Falcon)

and sorted on the BD Aria II 5 flow cytometer. Populations with

shifted PE Texas Red-A signal, corresponding to Rhodamine,

were collected and processed for downstream analysis.

Luciferase assay
The putativeNPPA/NPPB regulatory regionwas synthesized and in-

serted into the pNL1.1[Nluc] plasmid and co-transfected together

with renilla luciferase control pGL4.73[hRluc/SV40], CMV::hISL1-

Bio and/or CMV::hNKX2.5-3xFLAG into COS-7 cells using Fugene

HD. Luminescence activity was quantified with Dual-Glo Lucif-

erase Assay System. Fold-change shown are averages of at least

three biological replicates and four technical replicates, compared

with the empty vector controls and then normalized to the renilla

luciferase control.

Measuring enrichment of ISL1 peaks
DESeq2 (fitType = local) was used to compare enrichment differ-

ences of WT and NKX2.5�/� ISL ChIP-seq signal across peaks

from WT ISL1 ChIP-seq in day 6 CPs. Total raw count pileup

of WT and NKX2.5�/� ISL1 ChIP-seq in day 6 CPs were collected

across every WT ISL1 peak in day 6 CPs across a 1000 bp

centered window. Using both an adjusted p value cutoff of

p % 0.05 and the reported log2 fold-change enrichment of

WT versus NKX2.5�/� ISL1 ChIP-seq signal intensity, peaks

were classified as having significantly increased, significantly

decreased, or not changed in enrichment upon removal of

NKX2.5.

Mapped motif enrichment
Motif enrichment was tested using Bonferroni-corrected chi-

square tests across classified ISL1 ChIP-seq peaks (classification

described above) measured across WT and NKX.5�/� CPs.
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Adenovirus infection of neural cells

Media were changed on day 15 MNPs to stage-appropriate me-

dia, and cells were infected drop-wise at an multiplicity of

infection (MOI) of 100 viral units per cell. Media was removed

and replaced with stage-appropriate media 48 h later. Infection

was confirmed by detection of EGFP by fluorescence microscopy

72 h post infection.

Quantification and statistical analysis
Details pertaining to statistical significance and value of n are re-

ported in themethods details, figures and the accompanying figure

legends. The level of significance in all figures is represented as fol-

lows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.stemcr.2023.09.014.
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